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Monitor Your Air 
Supply with FARS

By JOSEPH D. RUSH III

I
MAGINE FIGHTING FIRE in a high-rise building without a standpipe system. 

How much time and personnel would be wasted dragging hose? How 

many more large-scale tragedies would there have been? The adoption of 

standpipes in our building codes was a game changer for the fire service. 

We probably take for granted 

the progress the fire service 

has made over the years as 

these and other fire protection 

systems have become part 

of our standard operating 

procedures.

As much progress as has been 

made, it is still estimated 

that for every one firefighter 

fighting high-rise fires, two are 

required to move equipment 

during the operation. At its 

annual conference in Atlantic 

City, New Jersey, in September 

2013, the International Code 

Council (ICC) presented the fire service with another potential game-changer with 

the adoption of the firefighter air replenishment systems (FARS) into Appendix L 

of the 2015 IFC.

FARS offers an opportunity for increased operational efficiency as well as greater 

firefighter and occupant safety. The mechanics of FARS are relatively simple, 

using technology and equipment already in use within the fire service. Integrated 

(1) Photo by Ronny J. Coleman.
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into the building’s infrastructure, it has been described as a “standpipe for 

air.” The six principal components consist of an exterior mobile air connection 

(EMAC), air storage system, interior air fill station, piping distribution system, 

system isolation valves, and air-monitoring system. Although the IFC code 

standardizes the installation, certain aspects of FARS designs may vary in 

accordance with the local jurisdiction’s policies and procedures and operational 

needs and preferences.

The EMAC enables a fire department’s mobile air unit to attach to FARS. The 

mobile air unit can provide breathing air directly into FARS or supplement its air-

storage system. The piping distribution system safely delivers breathing air to all 

the FARS components. It is cross-connected and equipped with system isolation 

valves to ensure its operations are sustained even if the building is damaged. The 

system isolation valves can be operated manually at each fill station or remotely 

from the building’s fire command center.

This air-monitoring system provides 24/7 real-time monitoring of air pressure, 

carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, nitrogen, oxygen, moisture, and hydrocarbon 

levels. If readings exceed minimum expected levels, FARS flashes red lights. 

The signal is also transmitted to the fire command center or an independent 

monitoring station.

Two variations of the interior air-fill station give fire departments the option 

of refilling self-contained breathing apparatus (SCBA) in rupture containment 

stations or at emergency air-fill panels that use the SCBA’s rapid intervention 

crew (RIC) universal air connection (RIC/UAC) fitting. Rupture containment 

stations are strategically located in secure areas on predetermined floors. SCBAs 

are filled and rotated in the traditional manner. The emergency air-fill panels are 

typically located in or adjacent to stair towers, on every other floor. This process 

allows at least two SCBAs to be refilled simultaneously and can be performed in 

contaminated atmospheres.

The First Interstate Bank fire in Los Angeles, California, in 1988 and the One 

Meridian Plaza fire in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, in 1991 illustrate this point. 

At both incidents, large portions of support operations were dedicated to the 

refilling and shuttling of SCBAs. Tragically, three firefighters perished at One 
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Meridian Plaza when they became disoriented and exhausted their air supply on 

the 28th floor. Another eight firefighters narrowly escaped death on the 38th floor 

while trying to exit to the roof. In similar scenarios, a readily available supply of 

air within close proximity to the fire would result in more efficient fireground 

operations and increased firefighter and occupant safety.

Prior to the ICC’s adoption of Appendix L into the IFC, FARS had been installed 

in more than 300 buildings throughout Arizona, California, Colorado, Florida, 

Nevada, and Oregon. However, the local adoption processes varied and the 

individual codes differed. Appendix L now provides uniformity in a consistent 

guideline for installation in all jurisdictions that choose to adopt it.

We tend to lose sight of the fact that high-rise fires are not exclusive to 

metropolitan areas; large fire departments have a seamlessly unlimited supply of 

resources to overcome almost any obstacle. Although Appendix L has clear value 

in this area, it could prove to have its greatest impact in communities serviced 

by smaller paid fire departments or the volunteer services. Bringing an air supply 

closer to the work area will facilitate fire operations for fire departments that 

have limited resources and often lack the luxury of any support services.

It is very likely that we will see FARS technology in more than just high-rises. 

FARS is already being installed in tunnels and mega-structures, and its practical 

application makes it a likely candidate for maritime installation as well.

The 2015 IFC and Significant Changes to the IFC have been available as of  

June 2, 2014.

JOSEPH D. RUSH III, MS, EFO, retired as a battalion chief after 25 years with the 

Atlantic City (NJ) Fire Department. He is an instructor at the Atlantic County (NJ) 

Fire Academy.

Originally published September 8, 2014



If you are responsible for fire and life safety and your jurisdiction protects 

mid-rises, high-rises or other complex structures, you should review and 

consider adopting the International Fire Code (IFC) Appendix L (2015 Edition) in 

your next code cycle. Appendix L covers Firefighter Air Replenishment Systems 

(FARS), the latest technology in life-saving air management in IDLH environments.

FARS is a standpipe for air, delivering a safe, reliable, constant supply of 

breathing air when and where firefighters need it most. Firefighters can refill their 

air bottles in less than a minute at stations located throughout a structure and 

have the ability for an SCBA quick-connect feature, making ground air 

management achievable in mid- and high-rise structures. FARS works with standard equipment used in 

almost every jurisdiction, and because it is a building-installed system, it has no negative impact on 

department budgets.

More than 400 buildings throughout the U.S. are already equipped with FARS. To find out more about IFC 

Appendix L and why FARS is relevant in your jurisdiction, visit our website or contact us.

Your Legacy

of Safety

Begins with

L

T: (650) 654-6000

email: info@rescueair.com

rescueair.comBUILD A LEGACY OF SAFETY.

rescueair.com
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The Case for Interior  
High-Rise Breathing Air Systems

BY JOSEPH D. RUSH III

I
MPROVEMENTS IN FIRE codes and fire safety standards have been 

beneficial to the fire service and the communities they protect. The 

resulting reduction in fires nationally has often led to a false sense of 

security. Fire departments are increasingly expected to accomplish tasks 

with a continually decreasing workforce. When large-scale incidents occur, such 

as a high-rise fire, readily available resources deplete rapidly. It is imperative 

that fire service professionals embrace new technologies that offer the potential 

to improve job performance in a cooperative effort with community leaders to 

reduce risks within the community.

Leaders in the fire service agree that hauling self-containing breathing apparatus 

(SCBA) cylinders up countless floors wastes highly trained personnel on a menial 

but necessary task. An in-building high-rise breathing air system is a practical 

solution to this logistical nightmare, especially when we will be dealing with 

many more mega high-rise structures (greater than 420 feet) in the near future.

The Firefighter Air Systems (FFAS), which is leading the way in what may prove to 

be the most revolutionary innovation to hit the fire service in decades, can reduce 

the amount of staffing necessary for the labor-intensive task of maintaining an 

adequate supply of SCBA at high-rise fires, underground tunnels, and other all-

hazard threats that may afflict a structure and put more demands on our air-

management needs.

During the First Interstate Bank fire in Los Angeles, 383 firefighters from 64 

companies used 600 air bottles in three hours and 39 minutes to bring the fire 

under control.1 The general consensus is FFAS brings a readily available supply of 

air within close proximity to the fire scene, allowing for a safer and more efficient 

use of personnel. FFAS saves time, resources, and lives. In the end, it reduces the 
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loss of life and property, “eliminating the need to carry out this assignment frees 

resources for fire attack, rescue operations, ventilation, evacuation, search and 

rescue, lobby control, and other critical tasks.”2

During the One Meridian Plaza fire in Philadelphia, approximately 100 firefighters 

were used for support operations, including refilling SCBA cylinders. Three 

firefighters from Engine Company 11 died when they ran out of air on the 28th 

floor. (2) The fire started on the 22nd floor of the 38-story building. The three 

firefighters who perished were attempting to ventilate the center stair tower when 

they became disoriented and exhausted their air supply before they could reach 

safety. The crew from Engine Company 11 was six floors above the fire, but heavy 

smoke conditions filled the upper floors. Eight members of a search team ran out 

of air on the 38th floor while trying to exit to the roof; they, too, had run out of air 

and became disoriented. Fortunately, they were rescued by a crew that was sent 

by helicopter to the roof.3

Search and rescue operations in high-rise buildings often take place several 

floors or more above a fire. FFAS offers two models with a quick SCBA connection 

on either a rupture containment system (RCS) or a rapid fill system (RFS) that 

can enable firefighters to refill their SCBA cylinders while on their backs and in 

operation even in toxic environments.

These systems, which may be in the stairwells (RFS) or in a room off the 

corridor (RCS) near a stairwell, will enable firefighters easy access to air whether 

remaining in operation or exiting the building through a hazardous atmosphere. 

In a scenario similar to the One Meridian Plaza fire, both search and rescue 

teams would have had readily accessible air in the stairwells. Search and rescue 

teams as well as ventilation teams were as many as 16 stories above the fire. 

This exemplifies the versatility of FFAS. It not only brings an air supply closer to 

the work area, but it also provides a ready source of air to trapped or evacuating 

firefighters.

Air management is an important issue that impacts supervision and 

accountability on the fireground. National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 

1404, Standard for Fire Service Respiratory Protection Training, requires that a 

standard operating procedure (SOP) be established that includes an individual 
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air-management program. That program is to include a determination of each 

member’s rate of air consumption.4

Gagliano, et al., discuss the importance of this issue in Air Management for the 

Fire Service. They note that the low-air alarm is an indication that 75 percent of 

the user’s air has been depleted and he is working on the remaining 25 percent.5 

Using the low-air alarm as the cue to exit the work area can be extremely risky 

considering the varied rate at which individuals expend their air.

Researchers from the University of Waterloo (Canada) developed two scenarios 

to test how much air firefighters used during high-rise operations. The research 

determined that within 11-12 minutes, 50 percent of the firefighter’s low-air 

alarms activate, even while working at a self-selected pace. Some used air so 

rapidly that their low-air alarms activated in as little as eight minutes.6

Coleman and Turiello quote Associate Professor of Fire Science Glenn Corbett of 

John Jay College of Criminal Justice:

One of the biggest factors that limit firefighting and rescue in a complex structure 

is having enough replacement air cylinders at the staging area. The firefighter air 

system eliminates that factor and allows them to operate much more effectively 

during fire suppression and rescue. (2, p. 9)

The labor intensity of high-rise firefighting operations coupled with the logistical 

challenges of providing firefighters with a readily available air supply can place 

demands on fire departments that often exceed their resources. It is estimated 

that for every four firefighters battling a high-rise fire, four firefighters are needed 

every seven floors to support the operation. In that case, a fire on the 21st floor of 

a building would require 12 additional firefighters to support each four firefighters 

performing suppression activities. Experts estimate that as many as half of the 

personnel operating at high-rise fires are used to fill and transport air cylinders to 

the staging area.(2)

FFAS: MECHANICS

The mechanics of Firefighter Air Systems are relatively simple. They are described 

by many fire service experts as “standpipes for air.”7 Most of the system’s 

components mirror those of a standard cascade system that’s merely integrated 
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into the building’s infrastructure. Its modular design allows for several variations of 

the two base models, enabling building owners and local fire departments to build 

systems that meet the operational needs of the authority having jurisdiction (AHJ).

The RCS refills SCBA cylinders in the customary way: Air cylinders are removed 

from the firefighter’s SCBA harness and refilled in a rupture containment 

chamber, or interior air fill station, that encapsulates the entire cylinder. The RFS 

refills SCBA air cylinders while they remain on the firefighter’s back, using an 

interior air-fill panel.

FFAS: COMPONENTS

There are seven components to FFAS: the exterior mobile air-connection panels 

(EMAC), the interior air-fill station, the interior air-fill panel, the air-storage 

system, the air-monitoring system, the system isolation valve, and the piping 

distribution system. Systems are generally designed with air-fill stations or air-fill 

panels. A more specific description of each component follows.

1. The exterior mobile air-connection panel consists of a locked box mounted 

on the exterior of the building or on a remote monument. The fire department 

mobile air unit connects to the 

FFAS using a high-pressure air 

hose, providing the building with a 

continuous supply of air. Moisture 

and carbon monoxide (CO) levels as 

well as the system’s pressure can be 

monitored from this panel (photo 1).

2. The interior air-fill station 

(chamber) consists of a stationary 

air unit that allows for refilling of 

SCBA air cylinders in a rupture 

containment chamber. The interior 

air-fill station includes an air-control 

panel in addition to a quick-fill 

connection. Interior air-fill stations 

are placed in fire-rated locations, 
(1) Exterior mobile air-connection panel. (Photos 

courtesy of RescueAir, Inc.)

1
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such as cache rooms, every three to five floors. It is recommended that the stair-

identification system used be consistent throughout the district—i.e., RCS/5th 

Floor Corridor off Stair A (photos 2-3).

3. The interior air-fill panel consists of a locked box mounted in the stairwell 

on every other floor. The box includes an air-control panel and a quick-fill 

connection. Rapid refilling of SCBA air cylinders is done while they are still on the 

firefighter’s back and, if necessary, still in use. The quick-fill connection attaches 

to the RIC/UAC on the SCBA harness. Interior air-fill panels allow for at least two 

air cylinders to be filling simultaneously (photo 4).

4. The air-storage system consists of a bank of large air cylinders and a booster 

pump much like any other cascade system. The bank supplies firefighters with a 

continuous delivery of air prior to the arrival of the fire department’s mobile air 

unit. Depending on the system’s design, this component can provide refills for 

between 50 and 250 SCBA cylinders. The piping alone holds enough compressed 

(2) Interior air-fill station (closed). (3) Interior air-fill station (open).

2 3
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air to fill several SCBA 

cylinders prior to the arrival of 

the fire department’s cascade 

unit (photo 5).

5. The air-monitoring 

system’s primary function is 

to continuously monitor the 

FFAS pressure, moisture, and 

CO levels. If moisture or CO 

levels exceed the minimum 

acceptable levels, the system 

shows red flashing lights 

and digital readouts at key 

components. In addition, a 

supervisory signal is sent 

to the fire command center 

and an independent web 

monitoring station. In the 

event of an inadvertent 

overpressurization of the 

system, the air-monitoring 

system also acts as a pressure 

relief. The air-monitoring 

systems meet or exceed NFPA 

standards and mirror those 

installed in other stationary and mobile cascade systems. Testing and inspection 

requirements are usually specified within the local code. Generally, they are 

conducted annually by a third party at the building owner’s expense. Some codes 

call for the fire department to observe the process (photo 6).

6. The system isolation valve is placed alongside each interior air-fill station 

and interior air-fill panel. It enables the fire department to isolate the system 

manually or remotely from the fire command center (photo 7).

(4) Interior air-fill panel.

(5) Air-storage system.

4

5
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7. The piping distribution 

system is permanently 

installed stainless steel tubing. 

It delivers the compressed 

air to all the building interior 

air-fill stations and interior 

air-fill panels. The stainless 

steel tubing also acts as a 

conduit in the interior of the 

building between the exterior 

connection panel and the air-

storage system. The entire piping distribution system is cross-connected with the 

exterior connection panels (photo 8).

(8) Piping distribution system.

8

(6) Air-monitoring system. (7) Isolation valve.

6 7
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The fire department keeps the keys to the exterior mobile air connection panel 

and the interior air-fill panel. Systems are generally charged to 4,500-5,000 

pounds per square inch gauge (psig) and can contain enough air in the piping 

distribution system to fill several SCBA cylinders, depending on the building 

size, should owners elect not to add an air-storage system. Friction loss plays 

a very minimal role; in systems with five miles of ½-inch piping, it is virtually 

nonexistent.

CODE ADOPTION

The International Association of Plumbing Mechanical Officials (IAPMO) led 

the way in developing code language by establishing a Firefighter Breathing Air 

Replenishment Task Group. (1) The NFPA steered this code development. IAPMO 

IGC 220-2005 was adopted into its Uniform Plumbing Code (UPC) in 2006 and is 

contained within Appendix F. The document was written to provide a framework 

for FFAS adoption.8 This had a positive impact at the time, but most fire, building, 

and plumbing officials still do not know anything about FFAS.

Now, FFAS is being required more often by amendments to the code at the state 

or local levels. Some states allow the local AHJ to amend their own codes. Rescue 

Air System, Inc. provides expert analysis in this area and is available to consult in 

the code-writing and adoption process.9

San Francisco, California; Boynton Beach, Florida; and Phoenix, Arizona are good 

examples of how FFAS has been adopted at the local level. These jurisdictions 

provide excellent examples of the various adoption possibilities.

San Francisco adopted FFAS through its city and county municipal code. 

Its code targets permitted applications on buildings 75 feet and greater and 

tunnels exceeding 300 feet after March 30, 2004. The fire department has the 

authority, through Administrative Bulletins, to update specifications, testing, and 

maintenance on the system.

Boynton Beach adopted FFAS by city ordinance. It falls under the fire protection and 

prevention requirements for high-rise buildings and consists of three short sentences. 

Specifications for the system’s components references IAPMO IGC 220-2005. 

Maintenance and testing are to be performed annually at the owner’s expense.
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Phoenix adopted FFAS through its fire code, and it is listed under fire protection 

systems. The 10-page document spells out the requirements in detail. [personal 

interview, California State Fire Marshal (Ret.) R.J. Coleman]

NFPA STANDARDS

Several NFPA standards are applicable to FFAS; most are relevant in their current 

form. For example, NFPA 1404 specifies the minimum training and safety 

procedure required for respiratory protection use. As the equipment used by the 

AHJ changes, the training and safety procedures require modification. FFAS may 

change the fire department air management program, but the validity of the 

NFPA standard remains intact. Likewise, NFPA 1500 (2007 edition), Standard on Fire 

Department Occupational Safety and Health Program, specifies that fire departments 

establish a respiratory protection program.10 The fire department respiratory 

protection program may require modification as the AHJ is faced with changes, 

but the validity of the NFPA standard is still relevant.

Both NFPA 1500 and 1852, Standard on Selection, Care, and Maintenance of Open-

Circuit Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus (2008 edition), require operators filling 

SCBA cylinders to be protected from catastrophic failures. (10) NFPA 1500 does 

allows for rapid filling of SCBA cylinders during specially identified emergency 

situations and rapid refilling of SCBA cylinders while on the user if the following 

conditions are met: (a) National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health 

(NIOSH)-approved fill operations are used; (b) the risk assessment process has 

identified procedures for limiting personnel exposure during the refill process 

and has provided for adequate equipment inspection and member safety; and (c) 

an imminent life-threatening situation occurs that requires immediate action to 

prevent the loss of life or serious injury. (10) The argument could be made that all 

high-rise fires meet these conditions. NIOSH and the NFPA recommend personnel 

be protected during refilling but leave the determination to the AHJ.

NFPA 1500, “Annex-A, Explanatory Material,” states that 12 cylinders have failed 

during refilling within the United States. Most of these failed cylinders had not 

been maintained properly. Some were being used beyond their Department of 

Transportation-defined hydrostatic test period. Some had not been retrofitted 

with a special neck ring that the manufacturer had recommended to reduce the 

possibility of failure. (10, p. 42)
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NFPA 1500, “Annex A, Explanatory Material,” further states: The failed cylinders belong 

to a relatively small population of a particular type of cylinder, and there has been no 

occurrence of cylinder failure during filling of any other type of SCBA cylinders. Full-

wrapped composite cylinders, which are predominantly being purchased by the fire 

service at this time, have been used since 1988 without failure during refilling. (10, p. 42)

SCBA cylinders are weakest during the filling procedure. This seems logical with 

the temperature change and stress the evolution causes; therefore, cylinders are 

manufactured to withstand this process.

NFPA 1981, Standard on Open-Circuit Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA) for 

Emergency Services (2007 edition); NFPA 1989, Standard on Breathing Air Quality 

for Emergency Services Respiratory Protection (2008 edition); and NFPA 1901 

(2009 edition), much like NFPA 1404 (2006 edition), NFPA 1500 (2007 edition), and 

NFPA 1852 (2008 edition), all have relevance to FFAS in their present form. As 

research is published, methods improve, and new technologies are developed, it 

is not unusual for an NFPA standard to be modified or broken into new standards. 

For example, the “use” of SCBAs was reassigned from NFPA 1404 to NFPA 1500; 

likewise, the “selection, care and maintenance” and “respiratory breathing air 

quality” were incorporated into the new standard, NFPA 1852. (4, p. 1)

Coleman proposes just such a modification to NFPA 1989.11 He proposes a new 

chapter entitled, “Firefighter Breathing Air Replenishment Systems Installed in 

Structures.” Coleman argues that while IAPMO IGC 220, Appendix F describes 

FFAS, it has been adopted in only 14 states throughout the United States. Its 

adoption as an Appendix makes it even less effective. He further points out that 

often when FFAS is adopted by local ordinances, IAPMO IGC 200, Appendix F has 

not been adopted. For example, the Boynton Beach Fire Code references IAPMO 

IGC 200, whereas the San Francisco Fire Code makes no mention of it whatsoever.

The advantage of adding a new chapter to NFPA 1989 as proposed by Coleman 

would be twofold. First, the chapter would create much needed uniformity among 

installations while still providing flexibility where possible. Second, incorporating 

FFAS into a standard would allow for cross-referencing throughout the NFPA 

standards and other industry standards such as the Occupational Safety and 

Health Administration and NIOSH.
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THE COST OF FFAS

It is estimated that FFAS adds one-eighth of one percent to the total construction 

cost of a building. Recently, a 65-story building in San Francisco was retrofitted 

for approximately $600,000. The system included two exterior points for mobile 

air connections, certified rupture containment air-fill systems every third floor, 

and an air-storage system with a 100-cylinder capacity. Preconstruction plans 

can bring costs down considerably. In this example, it’s estimated the price could 

have been reduced by 25 percent through preconstruction planning and value 

engineering.

In a cost comparison using a typical 20-story building, FFAS saves an estimated 

$785,568 over a 10-year period (compared with the installation of an equipment 

cache). It’s estimated that FFAS would cost approximately $145,000 installed with 

yearly testing and certification fees of $2,200. By contrast, the same building with 

cache rooms (storage area on upper floors for firefighter tools and equipment) 

installed would cost an estimated $268,220. Initial construction costs of $188,000 

would be increased by projected revenue losses on rentable square footage of 

$72,000 and additional testing and certification requirements on SCBAs and 

cyclinders of $8,220. A RCS system typically uses much less square footage, and 

when a RFS is located in nonrentable space such as stairwells, it is more cost 

effective for the building owner.

Local fire departments incur no costs, as they are in no need to purchase 

additional equipment. FFAS uses technologies currently used by fire departments. 

All connecting valves and fittings are compatible. A potential for cost savings 

exists when considerations are given to health and safety benefits and the 

possibility that fire departments would have to stock and maintain fewer SCBA 

cylinders to fight high-rise fires.

The potential positive impact FFAS could have on the fire service, in high-

rise buildings, as well as tunnels and mega structures, cannot be overstated. 

Efficiency and safety are increased if an air supply can be delivered in close 

proximity to the fire. Unfortunately, except for a handful of states, FFAS is still 

relatively unknown throughout the fire service and construction industries. 

Community and fire service leaders should take a long, hard look at the benefits 

this new technology offers.
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A firefighter air replenishment system (FARS) is a standpipe for air, delivering a safe, reliable, 

constant supply of breathing air when and where firefighters need it most — inside a building 

and closer to the seat of a fire.

If you are responsible for life safety and your jurisdiction protects complex structures where delivery of air 

presents significant logistical challenges, you should review and consider adopting Appendix L of the 

2015 ICC International Fire Code in your next code cycle and put FARS to work for your firefighters.

FARS is applicable in high- and mid-rise buildings, large horizontal structures and tunnel systems. 

It works with standard equipment used in almost every jurisdiction, and because it is a permanent, 

building-installed system, it has no negative impact on department budgets.

More than 400 buildings throughout the U.S. are already equipped with FARS. To find out more, 

visit our website or contact us.

T: (650) 654-6000

email: info@rescueair.com

rescueair.comBUILD A LEGACY OF SAFETY.

The Latest Advancement 

in Air Management

rescueair.com
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Taming the Fire Environment:
More Proposed Code Changes 
for Atlantic City Hearing

Final Code Hearing / Proposed Change / Vol.3

by JACK J. MURPHY

“Taming the Fire Environment” will be posting Building and Fire Code Proposals 

for the upcoming ICC Final Code Hearing in Atlantic City (10/02-10/05) that 

impacts the fireground:

1. Code Section: F346-13 Appendix-K (New), 508.1.5 (underline indicates new 

text)

Proponent: Adolf Zubia. Chairman IAFC Fire and Life Safety Section, representing 

ICC Fire Code Action Committee (azubiamia@yahoo.com)

Section Overview: Appendix-K Requirements for Firefighter Air Replenishment 

Systems

Sections:

· K101 General – Scope. Firefighter’s air replenishment system (FARS) shall be 

proved in accordance with this appendix. The adopting ordinance shall specify 

building characteristic or special hazards that establish thresholds triggering a 

requirement for the installation of a FARS. The requirement shall be based upon 

the fire department’s capability of replenishing firefighter breathing air during 

sustained emergency operations.. Consideration shall include:………

· K102 Definitions….
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· K103 Permits……

· K104 Design and Installation……

· K105 Acceptance Test…..

· K106 Inspection, Testing and Maintenance…….

Reason: The approval was based on the committee’s judgment that the 

proposal generally provides a good option and flexibility for jurisdictions in 

determining where such a system would be required and includes adequate 

design, installation, testing, inspection and maintenance criteria. The committee 

expressed several concerns. First, it was suggested that if a fire department 

mobile air supply is providing the air to the system (per K104.5), then the air 

monitoring system (K105.15) should not be required. Second, concern was 

expressed based on testimony that the proposal could be considered propriety 

because it is unclear if there is more than a single source for the equipment for 

the systems. Finally, cabinet installation details were not provided and could 

violate ADA rules.

Committee Action: Approved as Submitted

The Challenge: Contemporary fire protection philosophy is based on the idea of 

“risk mitigation.” Instead merely recognizing that a risk exists, fire departments 

have a challenge in making sure that risk reduction measures be applied at the 

early planning stages. For specific types of fire risks this particular methodology 

can be used to reduce the impact upon a community by providing a means 

of assuring an effective and efficient use of local fire fighting resources when 

emergency events occur. It provides a tool for making the building a safer place 

for firefighters to operate and occupants to remain safe.

2. Code Section: F347-13 Appendix-K (New) (underline indicates new text)

Proponent: Adolf Zubia. Chairman IAFC Fire and Life Safety Section, representing 

ICC Fire Code Action Committee (azubiamia@yahoo.com)

Section Overview: Appendix-K High-Rise Buildings – Retroactive Automatic 

Sprinkler Requirement
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Sections:

· K101 Scope. K101.1 An automatic sprinkler system shall be installed in all 

existing high-rise buildings in accordance with the installation requirements and 

compliance schedule of this appendix.

· K102 Where Required K102.2 High-Rise buildings. An automatic sprinkler system 

shall be installed in accordance with Section 903.3.1.1 of the International Fire 

Code shall be provided throughout the existing high-rise buildings.

Exceptions

1. Airport traffic control towers

2. Open parking structures

3. Group U Occupancies

4. Occupancies in Group F-2

· K103 Compliance K103.1 Compliance Schedule. Building owners shall file a 

compliance schedule with the fire code official no later than 365 days after the 

first effective date of this code. The compliance schedule shall not exceed 12 

years for an automatic sprinkler system retrofit.

· K-104 Referenced Standards ICC IFC-15 International Fire Code….K102.1……

Reason: This proposal provides model code text for adoption by jurisdictions 

that choose to require existing high-rise buildings to be retrofitted with fire 

sprinklers….. Existing high-rise buildings that are not protected with fire 

sprinklers represent a significant hazard to the occupants and firefighters…….

Committee Action: Approved as Submitted

The Challenge: High-rise fires in a residential occupancy occur more often in this 

occupancy that other types of high-rise buildings. The risk to both occupant and 

firefighter safety is greatly increase in non-sprinkled high-rise environments.

To read more about these code proposals go to:

2012-2014 Code development Cycle Group-B: 

http://www.iccsafe.org/cs/codes/Pages/12-14-Proposed-Group-B.aspx

http://www.iccsafe.org/cs/codes/Pages/12-14-Proposed-Group-B.aspx
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Public Comments Agenda:

http://www.iccsafe.org/cs/codes/Pages/2013-FAA.aspx

See you at the hearings and be safe out there.

JACK J. MURPHY, MA, is a fire marshal (ret.), a former deputy chief and currently 

serves as a deputy fire coordinator for the N.J. Div. of Fire Safety (Bergen Region). 

He is the Chairman of the New York City High-Rise Fire Safety Directors Assoc., 

a member of the NFPA High-Rise Building Safety Advisory and 1620-Pre-

Incident Planning Committees. He has published various fire service articles 

and authored: RICS; Rapid Incident Command System Field Handbook; the “Pre-

Incident Planning” chapter of the Fire Engineering’s Handbook for Firefighter I and II; 

and co-authored, “Bridging the Gap: Fire Safety and Green Buildings.” He is a Fire 

Engineering contributing editor, a FDIC executive advisory board member, and 

received the 2012 Fire Engineering Tom Brennan Lifetime Achievement Award.

Originally published September 19, 2013

http://www.iccsafe.org/cs/codes/Pages/2013-FAA.aspx
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Company Description:
For more than 20 years, RescueAir has been known around the world as the 

innovator and the leader in firefighter air replenishment systems (FARS) technology. 

FARS is a standpipe for air, delivering a safe, reliable, constant supply of breathing 

air when and where firefighters need it most. Firefighters can refill their air bottles 

in less than a minute at stations located throughout a building and can use 

an SCBA quick-connect feature to make ground air management achievable in 

mid- and high-rise structures, tunnels and large complex horizontal structures. 

The company’s mission is to build a legacy of safety, and RescueAir advances 

that mission through its technology, its products and services, and its support of 

organizations such as the Fire Smoke Coalition, the Firefighter Cancer Support 

Network, the National Fallen Firefighters Foundation, the International Association 

of Fire Chiefs, the International Association of Fire Firefighters and many more.

RescueAir was founded in 1989 and has designed and built FARS systems 

currently installed in more than 400 structures throughout the United States.  

The International Code Council recently added FARS to the 2015 International Fire 

Code under Appendix L. 

LINKS:

 http://rescueair.com

 http://www.firesmoke.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/
ScottSafetyWhitePaperFARS.pdf

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_nCe0afH4sw

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k18eQ2quJdM

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J2zZcAEqRn8

http://rescueair.com
http://www.firesmoke.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/ScottSafetyWhitePaperFARS.pdf
http://www.firesmoke.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/ScottSafetyWhitePaperFARS.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_nCe0afH4sw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k18eQ2quJdM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J2zZcAEqRn8

